THE BEAUMONT HOTEL

Client - Chorus/Mega Marble

CLASSIC STYLE IN GRAND TRADITION
The Beaumont Hotel is a luxury, five-star boutique hotel situated in Mayfair,
London. Opened in 2014, the hotel is inspired by the great Art Deco hotels of the
1920’s and delivers a grandiose and elegant experience - its a subtle return to
Mayfair’s pre-war elegance.

The hotel boasts 50 rooms, 13 studios and
10 suites which are designed to the highest
standards and with guests ultimate comfort in
mind.
Mega Glass and Mega Marble worked exclusively
with Chorus to help bring the vision to life. They
were selected due to their ability to provide
both the glass and the stonework and also their
passion for innovation and understanding of the
brief.
Every detail was meticulously planned and each
material carefully selected to achieve the desired
effect. Mega Glass supplied and fitted the hotel’s
83 bathrooms and bedrooms. Each with bespoke
coloured glass wall tiles, glass vanity units, beveled
mirrors and fire-rated reeded glass doors.

www.megaglass.co.uk

Scope of Works:
To supply and install glass throughout the hotel
including mirrors, privacy doors, bespoke vanity unit
glass cladding, glass wall tiles and shower screens
to en-suite bathrooms; supply and install bespoke
glass tiles to public bathrooms; to supply fire-rated
coloured reeded glass panels for all public area
doors and to provide all glass and mirrors to spa
and leisure centre.

Brief:
To work alongside Mega Marble (manufacturers
and installers of stone, mosaic and vanity units
throughout hotel) to install the stone and glass
throughout this luxury 73 room and 23 suite
boutique hotel in Mayfair designed to offer oldworld aesthetics with contemporary comfort.
Production and installation of the stone and glass
throughout the hotel was co-ordinated by a single
Project Manager to ensure the programme was
optimised at all times.

Development:
Significant period of upfront aesthetic research and
development to identify the right glass for each and
every element of the job. This involved:
•

•
•

Working closely with the client team to deliver
the exact colour palette. Sample glass tiles were
manufactured in 5 core colours in many hues
before 3 colours of exact hue were selected.
Manufacturing and hand finishing of more than
five thousand 300 x 600mm glass tiles.
Mega Glass looked at alternate glass suppliers
across the UK and Europe to source the exact
specification of reeded fire rated glass.

Outcome:
A design-award winning hotel that Mega Glass
contributed to, where our works were delivered ontime, to brief and to much acclaim.

WORK WITH US
Our work speaks for itself and showcases the diversity and capabilities that we can
bring and deliver to your project. Should you wish to speak to a member of the team
about a forthcoming project please call us directly on 01582 809498.
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